ACROSS
1. Unprocessed information
6. Guiding doctrines
11. Go by, as time
16. Neat, say
21. Reaction to a great performance, briefly
22. Common attachment type
23. Sheet music symbol
24. Made haste
25. Big bang creator
28. Honey ___ (cereal brand)
30. "In my opinion ..."
31. Kristoff's reindeer from "Frozen"
32. They can be tight or loose
33. Nest-egg options, for short
34. Diggs of "Rent"
35. Catchall category: Abbr.
36. "Frozen" sister
37. Axe target?
38. New Age Album Grammy winner
41. Asset of a good proofreader
42. Flotsam and Jetsam, in "The Little Mermaid"
47. Periodic table creator Mendeleev
48. Hand down
51. Outward appearances
53. Holder of a certain title
54. Ali who competed on "Dancing with the Stars"
55. Praise to the heavens
56. Appropriate word spelled by the first letters of 17, 18, 62, and 64 Across
57. Bully in "Back to the Future"
59. Highlands girl
60. Suffix for Rock or kitchen
61. Candle material
62. May 24 is its 40-Across
63. Went jogging
64. February 24 is its 40-Across
65. "You ___ me one!"

DOWN
1. Send, as to a specialist
2. Just ___ (not much)
3. Dwindles
4. "Rugrats" baby with a pickle-like name
5. Apple chemical banned in the 1980s
7. Include, as a tip
8. Joyce's home, poetically
9. "The ___ King"
10. Pro ___ (for the time being)
12. Deflect, with "off"
13. "Fat chance!"
15. December 6 is its 40-Across
18. December 1 is its 40-Across
19. Juillet's season
20. Comedian who wrote the bestsellers "Couplehood" and "Babyhood"
27. Hitchcock film of 1960
29. "Hair" extra
32. Reaction to a great performance, briefly
36. "Frozen" sister
38. New Age Album Grammy winner
44. Add, as to one's IRA
45. "Siddhartha" author Hermann
46. Mister Rogers trademark
48. Hand down
49. Blanc of voiceover fame
50. "Today Show" rival, for short
51. Outward appearances
52. Part of a pump
53. Holder of a certain title
54. Ali who competed on "Dancing with the Stars"
55. Praise to the heavens
56. Appropriate word spelled by the first letters of 17, 18, 62, and 64 Across
57. Bully in "Back to the Future"
59. Highlands girl
60. Suffix for Rock or kitchen
61. Candle material
62. May 24 is its 40-Across
63. Went jogging
64. February 24 is its 40-Across
65. "You ___ me one!"